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Evidence for a short spin diffusion length in permalloy from the giant magnetoresistance
of multilayered nanowires
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We present magnetization and giant magnetoresistance~GMR! measurements performed on two series of
electrodepositedPy/Cu multilayered nanowires (Py5Ni80Fe20) of diameterf590 nm. The multilayers of the
first series are composed of a conventional stacking ofPy and Cu layers and the GMR is studied as a function
of the Cu thickness for a constantPy thickness. The multilayers of the second series are composed of
Py/Cu/Py trilayers uniformly distributed along the filament and separated from each other by thick Cu layers.
For this second series, magnetic and GMR properties were investigated as a function of thePy layer thickness
and our magnetization measurements demonstrate that, forPy layers thinner than about 90 nm, the magnetic
moments of the twoPy layers of a trilayer are approximately antiparallel at zero field. Analysis of the GMR
data using the Valet-Fert model allows us to estimate that the spin diffusion length inPy, l s f

(Py) , is between 3.3
and 5.3 nm.@S0163-1829~99!06125-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrodeposition into nanometer-sized pores of a te
plate polymer membrane has recently proved to be a reli
method to fabricate arrays of magnetic nanowires with in
esting magnetic and transport properties.1–3 More precisely,
the simplicity of this method to fabricate multilayered stru
tures and the extremely large aspect ratios that can be
tained, make such arrays of multilayered nanowires ide
suited for the investigation of the giant magnetoresista
~GMR! with the current perpendicular to the planes of t
layers~CPP geometry!. This approach to CPP-GMR exper
ments is certainly simpler than those based on supercond
ing contacts and ultrasensitive superconducting quantum
terference device~SQUID!-based systems, or pillar-shape
microstructures.4–6 A first interest of the CPP geometry com
pared to the current in the plane of the layers~CIP! geometry
comes from the larger magnetoresistance ratios obtaine
the former for similar layer thicknesses and identic
materials.7,8 As an example, GMR ratios (DR/RP) up to
80% were obtained at low temperature onPy/Cu multilay-
ered nanowires8 with 12-nm-thickPy layers and 4-nm-thick
Cu layers. The GMR ratio we measured on this multilaye
nanowires array is at least larger by a factor of 20 than
values reported for Py/Cu multilayers in the CIP
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~1!/477~8!/$15.00
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geometry9,10 for similar layer thicknesses. The different sca
ing of the CIP and CPP-GMR comes from the existence
the latter, of spin relaxation and spin accumulation effe
due to spin transport through the interface. As stressed by
Valet-Fert~VF! model,11 the scaling length of the CPP prob
lem is the relatively long spin diffusion length~SDL!
whereas the scaling length of the CIP problem is the m
shorter electron mean free path. In the so-called long S
limit, that is when the SDL is much thicker than the ind
vidual layer thicknesses, the magnetoresistance does no
pend on the SDL and is given, in the framework of the V
model, by simple expressions11 already derived from a two
current series-resistor approach.12 The predicted behavior in
this limit has been confirmed by extensive sets of experim
tal data obtained on different systems.5,7,13,14 The SDL, an
important parameter in spin injection devices,15 can be deter-
mined only from measurements on samples where the la
thicknesses are thicker than the SDL. For ferromagnetic
ers, the SDL has been determined only for Co and perm
loy. As stressed in our previous works,16 the main difficulty
for determining the SDL comes from the uncertainty on t
magnetic arrangement in the resistance maximum state.
Co/Cu nanowires, the proportion of antiparallel arrangem
of the magnetization in consecutive layers has been der
directly from magnetic force microscopy experiments a
477 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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478 PRB 60S. DUBOISet al.
used in the analysis of GMR data to derive the SDL in
~59 nm at 77 K!.17 For permalloy, the SDL has been derive
by Steenwyket al.18 from measurements on spin valve stru
tures in which an antiparallel arrangement is obtained
pinning one of thePy layers with FeMn. A value of 5 nm is
found at 4.2 K. This is surprisingly short, especially if w
compare it with the SDL in the micron range found b
Johnson.15 It was of clear interest to settle this discrepanc

In this paper, we report on the determination of the S
in Py in electrodepositedPy/Cu multilayered nanowires
The paper is divided as follows. The sample preparation
described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we recall theoretical expr
sions for the CPP-GMR variation, both in the long SDL lim
and in the small SDL limit, and derive expressions for t
trilayer-based systems@structure schematically depicted
Fig. 1~b!#. In Sec. IV, we analyze the results of GMR
conventional multilayered nanowires composed of a perio
stacking ofPy and Cu. We next discuss, in Sec. V, magn
tization and GMR data on a series of trilayer-based samp
From the analysis of the data, we extract the SDL inPy.
Finally, we present a discussion of the SDL value inPy in
Sec. VI and our conclusions in Sec. VII.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

Track-etched polycarbonate membranes were used a
noporous host material.19 The average pore diameter an
pore length were 90 nm and 20mm, respectively. The cros
section is uniform along the pore length except over a d
tance of 100–200 nm from the extremities where the dia
eter is slightly reduced. The roughness and size distribu
of the pores are also reduced compared to commerc
available porous membranes.19,20 Electrodeposited
Ni80Fe20(Py)/Cu multilayered nanowires were made
room temperature from a single sulfate bath containing Ni21,
Fe21, and Cu21 ions by using a pulsed electrodepositio
technique as described in Ref. 8. The structure and chem
composition of the nanowires have been characterized
transmission electron microscopy~TEM! and energy disper
sive spectroscopy of x rays~EDX!.8,21 The nanowires can be
separated into polycrystalline and monocrystalline regio
The single crystals extend over more than one hundred
periods. Large GMR ratios also confirm that our multila
ered nanowires are of fairly good quality.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR CPP-GMR

A. Conventional F /N multilayers

By conventional multilayers, we mean the structu
shown in Fig. 1~a!, with a periodic stacking of magnetic an
nonmagnetic layers. We calltN (tF) and l s f

(N) (l s f
(F)) the

thickness and spin diffusion length~SDL! of the nonmag-
netic~ferromagnetic! layers. In the long SDL limit, that is for
tN!l s f

(N) , tF!l s f
(F) , and in the absence of spin mixing22 at

temperatures much smaller than the Curie temperature
VF model11 predicts simple expressions of the CPP-GM
that are equivalent to those derived by a phenomenolog
y
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resistor series model.12 There are several ways of writin
down these expressions; for example,

S DR

RAPD 21/2

5
rF* tF12r b*

brF* tF12gr b*
1

rN* tN

brF* tF12gr b*
~1!

with DR5RAP2RP. We use the same notations as in R
11, i.e.,r↑(↓)52rN* , r↑(↓)52rF* @12(1)b# for the resistiv-
ity of the nonmagnetic and magnetic layers, respectively,
r ↑(↓)52r b* @12(1)g# for the interface resistance.b and g
are the bulk and interfacial spin asymmetry coefficients,
spectively. Although, in the initial VF model,11 expressions
of the type of Eq.~1! had been derived in the simple ca
whereRP andRAP are the resistances of parallel and antip
allel configurations, it can be shown23 that the resistanceRAP

is the same for a strict antiparallel arrangement and wh
less drastically, AP refers to a state with zero mean mag
tization for a set of magnetic layers included within a to
thickness range of the order of the SDL~the equivalence of
antiparallel and random configurations has also been dem
strated in Ref. 24 in the simple case of infinite SDL!.

B. Structures composed ofF/N/F trilayers
separated by thick layers ofN

We consider the structure represented in Fig. 1~b! where
F/N/F trilayers are separated by very thick layers of a no
magnetic metalN. Our notation for the thicknesses istF for
the magnetic layers,tN1 for the thin nonmagnetic layer insid
a trilayer, and tN2 for the thick nonmagnetic spacer. A
straightforward extension of the VF model11 to the geometry
of Fig. 1~b! ~with also the additional assumptiontN1!tN2 ,
tF , l s f

(N) , and tN2.l s f
(N) corresponding to our experiments!

leads to the following general expression of the resista
per period in the AP and P configurations:

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the different multilaye
structures investigated in this work.
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RAP5R014bgr b* 12

@2•b2r F~r N1r b* !22bgr b* r F#FchS tF

l s f
~F !D 21G1@b21r F

22g2~r b* !2#shS tF

l s f
~F !D

r FchS tF

l s f
~F !D 1~r N1r b* !shS tF

l s f
~F !D ,

RP5R012
H br FshS tF

l s f
~F !D 1gr b* FchS tF

l s f
~F !D 11G J •@br N12~b2g!r b* #

~r b* 1r N!chS tF

l s f
~F !D 1r FshS tF

l s f
~F !D 1r b*

, ~2!
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where r N5rN* •l s f
(N) , r F5rF* •l s f

(F) , R05rN* tN212(1
2b2)rF* tF14(12gb)r b* . Actually, as we see in the nex
sections, these trilayered structures are specifically desig
to study the regimetF@l s f

(F) . With the additional assump
tion r F@r b* , r N , one derives from Eq.~2! the following
relatively simple equation for this regime:

DR

RP 5
b2

~12b2!
•

l s f
~F !

tF
. ~3!

The physics of Eq.~3! is simple. Referring to Fig. 2, the onl
difference from the current distribution between the AP co
figuration of Fig. 2~a! and the P configuration of Fig. 2~b! is
within a depth of approximate thicknessl s f

(F) in the magnetic
layers on both sides of the central nonmagnetic layer. In
AP configuration, the spin↑ and spin↓ currents are approxi
mately equal in a central region of thickness 2l s f

(F) and the
resistance of this central region is approximately 2rF* l s f

(F) .
In the P configuration, the asymmetry between the spin↑ and
spin ↓ currents is the same as in the bulk ferromagnetic m
terial and the resistance of the central region is 2
2b2)rF* l s f

(F) . This leads toDR52b2rF* l s f
(F) and with RP

52(12b2)rF* tF , one obtains Eq.~3!. We also see that with
tF@l s f

(F) , the current distribution and the GMR are co

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the antiparallel~a! and par-
allel ~b! magnetic arrangement in trilayered-based systems in
limit ( tF@l s f

(F)), (tN1!l s f
(N)), and (tN2@l s f

(N)). The hatched re-
gions indicate the limits of the extension of the spin accumulat
in the magnetic layers at the distancel s f

(F) from the interface with
the central nonmagnetic layer.
ed

-

e

-
1

trolled only by the magnetic configuration of the two ma
netic layers inside a trilayer. Each trilayer contributes ind
pendently to the GMR, by DR52b2rF* l s f

(F) if its
configuration is AF, by zero for a P configuration. Conse
quently, Eq. ~3! can be extended straightforwardly to th
case with a proportionp of AP trilayers:

DR

RP 5p•
b2

•l s f
~F !

~12b2!tF
. ~4!

Thus in the limit we have considered, the MR ratio is ind
pendent oftN1 and tN2 , and is proportional top, l s f

(F) and
1/tF . We also note thatDR/RP is half what is calculated for
conventional F/N multilayers in the limit tF@l s f

(F) ,
tN!l s f

(N) .17

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON Py/Cu NANOWIRES
WITH CONVENTIONAL STACKING

In our magnetoresistance~MR! measurements onPy/Cu
with conventional periodic stacking, the linear variation
Eq. ~1! is observed only in a narrow thickness range, tha
for thin Py layers~a few nm! separated by definitely thicke
Cu layers. We see in Fig. 3 that, for multilayers withtPy
54 nm, Eq.~1! is obeyed fortCu>20 nm, which appears to
be the condition to reduce the dipolar interactions betw
neighbor layers sufficiently and obtain at the coercive fi
the random magnetic configuration required by Eq.~1!. The
fit to the linear variation gives

e

n
FIG. 3. Plot of (DR/RAP)21/2 vs tCu at T577 K for

Py~4 nm!/Cu(tCu) multilayered nanowires.
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S DR

RAPD 21/2

5a•tCu1b

with a50.02460.002 andb51.260.1.
According to Eq.~1!, b is necessarily larger than 1 an

reaches 1~that is DR/RAP51 or RP50! for b5g51. The
fact that our experimental value ofb is close to 1 suggest
values of b and g close to 1 but, strictly, the respectiv
values ofb and g cannot be extracted independently fro
data with a single value oftPy ~or from data with not differ-
ent enough values oftPy!, that is from a single set of value
of a and b. Nevertheless, by allowing the values ofrPy* ,
rCu* , r Py* /Cu to vary in reasonable ranges~consistent with
previous data on multilayers or nanowires7,16,18!, we find that
both b and g have to be between 0.7 and 0.9. This is
agreement with values recently found inPy/Cu/Py spin
valves~b;g;0.7318!.

It is interesting to compare the results of our group
Co/Cu~Ref. 16! andPy/Cu nanowires. We find similar val
ues ofg ~g50.8560.1 for Co/Cu, 0.7,g,0.9 for Py/Cu!
but the value ofb is definitely smaller in Co~b50.3660.04!
than inPy ~0.7,b,0.9!, which accounts for the higher CPP
GMR we observe inPy/Cu nanowires. Surprisingly, th
GMR is generally larger in Co/Cu than inPy/Cu in the CIP
geometry. It is not clear whether this is due to a wea
influence of bulk scattering in CIP or to structural problem
related to the small thicknesses used in the CIP geomet

In the long SDL limit analyzed above, the GMR does n
depend on the SDL. As shown in Refs. 16 and 17, the S
in Co can be determined simply from conventional multila
ers with layer thicknesses satisfyingtF@l s f

(F) , tN!l s f
(N) .

Unfortunately, as pointed out above and also described
previous report,8 with thick Py layers and thin Cu layers, th
dipolar interactions between layers@attraction between the
north and south poles on the two interfaces of thin Cu lay
see Fig. 4~a!# became significant and favors a parallel co
figuration of successive layers. The probable reversal pro
is by propagation of reversal from one end of the wire to
other. As a consequence, a relatively small number of in
faces with an antiparallel configuration contributes to
GMR. In other words, the value of the parameterp of Eq. ~3!
decreases rapidly in the limit of thickPy layers and thin Cu
layers. It probably explains that, in our GMR measureme
on conventionalPy/Cu nanowires, we could not identify
regime where the GMR varies as 1/tF . Consequently, we
have studied the limit of thickPy layers with our second type
of structure composed of well separated and noninterac
Py/Cu/Py trilayers.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON STRUCTURES
COMPOSED OF Py/CU/Py TRILAYERS

SEPARATED BY THICK LAYERS OF Cu

The structure is that represented in Fig. 1~b! and already
discussed in Sec. III B. Due to the large separation betw
the trilayers, one expects dipolar interaction between suc
sive trilayers to become negligeable, each trilayer being
most magnetically isolated. In a given trilayer, as the thi
ness of thePy layers is significantly smaller than the wir
diameter, the shape anisotropy favors in plane of the la
magnetization. In addition, at zero field, dipolar interactio
r
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are expected to favor an antiparallel arrangement of magn
moments in the two successivePy layers~discs! of a trilayer,
as represented in Fig. 4~b!.

The different magnetic behavior of the convention
Py/Cu multilayers and trilayer systems appear clearly wh
are compared their magnetization and MR curves. In Fig
we show curves for both structures in the appropriate thi
ness range for the determination of the spin diffusion leng
that is with relatively thickPy layers and thin Cu layers
Typical MR curves of antiferromagnetically~AF! coupled
and uncoupled Co/Cu planar multilayers are also prese
in Figs. 5~c! and~f!. The comparison immediately points ou
the much higher degree of antiparallel~AP! ordering at low
field in the trilayer systems.

The two main points are~i! The ratio of the remanent to
the saturation magnetization,Mr /Ms , is only 12% in the
trilayer system of Fig. 5~d! compared to 56% for the
multilayer of Fig. 5~a! ~the parameter (12Mr /Ms) is often
taken as a coefficient of AP ordering, equivalent to our p
rameterp, see for example Lenczowski and co-workers10,25!.
Moreover, in the trilayer systems, the ratioMr /Ms turns out
to be practically the same for fields along and perpendicu
to the nanowire, which is consistent with an unique zero fi
arrangement induced by the dipolar forces between the
magnetic layers~discs! of the trilayer @see Fig. 4~b!#. As
shown in Fig. 6, the ratioMr /Ms of trilayer systems remains
in the range 10–22% forPy thickness up to 100 nm.

~ii ! The MR curves are definitely different for the conve
tional multilayered nanowires and the trilayers systems.
the first case@Fig. 5~b!#, the increase of the resistance atH
50 is only a fraction of the maximum increase which
reached at the coercive field. This behavior is reminiscen

FIG. 4. Sketch of magnetic configurations minimizing the ma
netostatic energy for conventionalPy/Cu multilayered nanowires
~a! andPy/Cu/Py trilayers~b! when the Cu layers are thin and th
Py layers thicker@with tPy,wire diameter in~b!#. In ~a!, in the
configuration with all the magnetizations parallel along the w
axis, the poles separated by thin Cu layers leads to small magn
static energy. In the same configuration with parallel magnet
tions along the wire for trilayers, the fields generated by the po
on the upper and lower surfaces are not compensated and the
netostatic energy is high. A smaller energy is obtained with m
netization in the plane of the discs~shape anisotropy of a uniqu
disc! and in opposite directions~as for two magnets laying side b
side!, as illustrated in~b!.
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FIG. 5. The magnetization and GMR curves ofPy~60 nm!/Cu~15 nm! conventional multilayered nanowires~a!, ~b! are compared with
those ofPy~20 nm!/Cu~10 nm!/Py(20 nm) trilayers separated by 100 nm of Cu@~d!, ~e!; in ~d!, the full and dashed lines are for field
respectively, perpendicular and parallel to wire axis#. For comparison, we also show typical GMR curves for uncoupled~Co 1.5 nm/Cu 6 nm!
330 ~c! and AF coupled~Co 1.5 nm/Cu 0.9 nm!330 ~f! planar multilayers~Ref. 26!. The main features are:~i! For conventional Co/Cu
nanowires, a large remanent magnetization@Mr /Ms;0.55 in ~a!# and, in~b!, GMR curves similar to those of uncoupled planar multilaye
~c! with only a fraction of the GMR reached atH50; ~ii ! For trilayers systems, a small remanence@Mr /Ms;0.12 in both parallel and
perpendicular fields in~d!#, and, in~e!, GMR curves similar to those of AF coupled planar multilayers~f! where the maximum of resistanc
is reached atH50 in an AF coupled state.
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lso
what is observed for the GMR ofuncoupledplanar multilay-
ers, for example at the second and higher order peaks o
MR variation with the Cu thickness in Co/Cu multilaye
@Fig. 5~c!#.26 In contrast, for trilayer systems, the MR curv
of Fig. 5~e! looks like that at the first peak of antiferroma
netic coupling in Co/Cu planar multilayers@Fig. 5~f!#:26 the
maximum resistance is practically reached atH50 and the
two maxima recorded in increasing and decreasing field
most coincide in the close vicinity ofH50. This behavior is
he

l-

what is expected when interlayer exchange~in AF coupled
planar multilayers! or dipolar forces@between the two mag
netic discs of a trilayer of Fig. 4~b!# induce an almost anti-
parallel configuration atH50.

We conclude from the above discussion of the magn
zation and MR curves that a fairly high degree of AP ord
ing is reached atH;0 by the magnetic moments of the tw
Py discs composing a trilayer. From the variation of (
2Mr /Ms) between 0.78 and 0.9 in Fig. 6, and to take a
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into account some additional uncertainty in the relation
tween (12Mr /Ms) and the parameterp of Eq. ~6!, we have
takenp50.8560.15 for tPy<100 nm.

The variation of the GMR ratio as a function of thePy
layer thickness is shown in Fig. 7 for two different trilaye
based systems withtCu5100 ~open circles! and 500 nm
~closed squares! for the long Cu rod between trilayers. O
increasing thePy layer thickness, the GMR goes through
maximum and finally decreases. This variation is, qual
tively, what is expected from Eq.~2!. At small values oftF ,
in the thickness range of the maximum, the MR ratio p
dicted by Eq.~2! depends on a large number of paramete
not only l s f

(F) but alsorF* , b, rN* , r b* , g. Our data in the
long SDL limit ~Sec. IV! did not allow us to determine al
these parameters and this makes that there are too man
known parameters to reliably determinel s f

(F) from a fit of
Eq. ~2! with our results in the thickness range of the M
maximum. However, we can see that, fortF larger than about
20 nm, we reach the regime of Eq.~4! characterized by
DR/Rp proportional to 1/tF and independent oftN2 . In this
regime, the only parameters involved in the expression
DR/Rp aretF , l s f

(F) , p, andb. From our analysis of the long

FIG. 6. Remanent magnetization (Mr /Ms) as a function ofPy
layer thicknesses in trilayer-based systems. Field is applied par
to the wire axis. Full line is guide for the eyes.

FIG. 7. CPP-GMR vsPy layer thicknesses (tPy) at T577 K for
Py(tPy)/Cu~10 nm!/Py(tPy)/Cu~100 nm! ~open circles! and
Py(tPy)/Cu~10 nm!/Py(tPy)/Cu~500 nm! ~closed squares! multi-
layered nanowires. Full line is a fit of experimental data using
~6!.
-

-

-
,

un-

f

SDL limit, we have derivedb50.860.1; this is consistent
with the value found by the MSU group,b50.7360.07;18 on
the other hand, values ofb between 0.76 and 0.9 were foun
in various bulk NiFe alloys.27 As the value ofb derived in
multilayers is generally somewhat smaller than that de
mined in bulk alloys, we find that the MSU values,b50.73
60.07 at the lower limit of our uncertainty range, is mo
reasonable than 0.8 and we adopted it for our fit of Eq.~4!.
With, in addition, a reasonable assumption, 0.7,p,1, for p,
this leads to

l s f
~Py!5~4.361.0! nm.

The value of the SDL inPy is definitely shorter than tha
found for Co~l s f

(Co)559618 nm17! but, actually, is in good
agreement with the SDL ofPy found by Steenwyket al.18

from CPP measurements in spin valve structure. We disc
the origin of this short SDL ofPy in the next section.

VI. DISCUSSION OF THE SHORT SDL IN Py

The most striking result of the present work and also
the recent work of Steenwyket al.18 is the small value of the
SDL in permalloy, 4.361 nm in our nanowires, 5.561 nm in
the spin valve structures of Steenwyket al. Such values are
much smaller than in nonmagnetic metals~for example
l s f

(Cu)5140610 nm at low temperature in Cu layers16! and
also definitely smaller than in ferromagnetic Co laye
~l s f

(Co)559618 nm at 77 K17!. We will, however, show that
such a short SDL is expected for permalloy.

We recall the theoretical expression of the SDL of a f
romagnetic layer in the VF model:11

S 1

l s f
~F !D 2

5S 1

l ↑
D 2

1S 1

l ↓
D 2

~5!

with l ↑~↓ !5F1

3
•~vF•l↑~↓ !•ts f!G1/2

, ~6!

wherel↑(↓) is the mean free path of the spin↑~↓! electrons
and ts f is the spin relaxation time~to make the connection
with the notation of electron spin resonance,ts f52T1 ,
whereT1 is the spin-lattice relaxation time of the electro
spin resonance~ESR! theory!.
Combining Eqs.~5! and ~6! leads to

l s f
~F !5S ls f•l*

6 D 1/2

~7!

with S 1

l* D5
1

2
•F 1

l↑
1

1

l↓
G . ~8!

It can be pointed out that if, withb close to 1,l↑ andl↓ are
very different,l* is close to the shorter one that can be ve
short. This is the case for permalloy and partly explains
difference with cobalt whereb is small and the shorter mea
free path not much shorter than the larger ones. More qu
titatively, in a free-electron model,

l* •r* 5
m•vF

n•e2 , ~9!

lel

.
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wheren is the total number of conduction electrons~spin ↑
and spin↓! andvF is the Fermi velocity. A straightforward
calculation with one electron per atom~s band!, rPy*
526.3mV cm @from rPy* 5rPy /(12b2) with rPy

512.3mV cm, b50.73 ~Ref. 18!# leads to

l* ;2.4 nm.

The spin relaxation timets f is controlled by the spin orbi
part of the scattering. In first approximation, we have
sumed that the scattering inPy at 4.2 K is essentially that o
Fe impurities in Ni and that the ratio of the spin-flip scatte
ing to the non-spin-flip scattering has the same value as
Fe impurities in Cu, i.e.,r 51.12531022,28 and we find

ls f;
l*

r
5212 nm

and, from Eq.~9!,

l s f
~cal!;9.2 nm.

This value is about twice the experimental one, but it
satisfying to find the right order of magnitude. A simila
calculation for Co, withrCo* 56.6mV cm ~Ref. 29! and
r 51.231022 as estimated for Co impurities in Cu~Ref. 28!
leads tol s f

(Co);36 nm.
The shorteness of the SDL inPy has other implications

than in the problems of the CPP-GMR, since it is also
important parameter for the spin switch introduced
Johnson15 and other devices based on spin injection effec
Our finding of a very short SDL forPy gives an additional
support to the remark of Steenwyket al.18 that the very short
SDL of Py introduced into models30,31 of the spin switch
‘‘gives a prediction that disagrees with Johnson data.’’

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the CPP-GMR of extensive serie
Py/Cu multilayered nanowires, in both the long SDL regim
R

pl.

y

A

ev

z

A

s

at
-

-
or

s

n

.

of

and the regime where, forPy layer thicker than the SDL of
Py, the MR ratio is proportional to the ratiol s f

(Py)/tPy . Two
important results are derived from the analysis of our exp
mental data in the VF model:11 ~a! Both the bulk and inter-
face scattering spin asymmetry coefficient,b andg, are large
in Py:0.7,b, g,0.9; ~b! The SDL in thePy layers,l s f

(Py)

54.361 nm, is much shorter than in cobalt or in noble me
als.

Both results are in good agreement with recent findin
by Steenwyket al.18 from measurements on spin valves, i.
b50.73, g50.7, l s f

(Py)55.561 nm. The large value ofb,
larger than in Co@b50.3660.04~Ref. 16!# confirms that the
contribution from bulk scattering is important inPy-based
multilayers and, in fact, explains the large MR effects w
observe inPy/Cu compared to Co/Cu. More quantitativel
by comparing the interface and bulk additive contributions
the square root of the MR ratio in the inverse of Eq.~1!, we
find that the interface contribution is larger forPy layer thin-
ner than 3.6 nm, while the bulk contribution is predomina
for thicker layers.

The very short SDL we find inPy, in agreement with a
previous similar result by Steenwyket al.,18 is not surprising.
An approximate calculation of the SDL inPy, based on the
spin-flip cross section of Fe impurities determined by ES
leads to a value of the SDL of the same order of magnitu
much shorter than in cobalt and noble metals.
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